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High School education is becoming not a luxury but a 

necessity, and the High School to meet the varying needs of 

the individual pupils is offering more and more differen

tiated work*  Never in the world has any nation been so 

willing to tax itself for educational purposes as our 

country at the present time*  We have now in High School 

in the United States over a million and a quarter pupils 

and this vast number is constantly increasing*  The mater

ial equipment for this great enterprise is worth approxi**  

mately one billion of dollars, and the yearly budget amounts 

to over 000,000*  In the year 1916, the State of Maine

expended for instruction alone in its high schools and aca

demies t682,92H-, employing 1037 men and women to carry on 

the work, and giving instruction to 20,063 pupils*

The efficiency with which this management of the high 

school is carried on is far below that demanded for private 

business*  Men are unwilling to invest such large sums of 

money without knowing very definitely whether their busi

ness is paying or not and in what departments lies success 

or failure*  The owner of a large factory knows to a nicety 

whether his money invested is bringing adequate returns, or 

if there is a deficit he is able by standards which he has 

raised through the different years to place his finger upon 
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the unsatisfactory department , whether it be labor, re

pairs or what not, and find the cause and apply the remedy*  

If we are to run our schools as such great enterprises, 

business principles must be applied and results must be 

evaluated*  The business man has made his concern more ef

ficient by collecting facts concerning the various costs and 

the value of the finished product and by using these as a 

basis for the further administration of his business*  If 

our secondary schools are to be efficiently managed, the 

same principles must be applied—mere personal opinion is 

not a reliable standard*

Comparatively few attemps have been made in the edu

cational world to establish standard for the various costs 

in High School*  More has been attempted in the costs of 

supervision, janitor service, salaries as a whole, and en

tire cost of instruction than in the cost of instruction of 

the various High School subjects for the Individual pupil*  

Superintendent Spaulding of Newton, Massachusetts, 

who has made studies given in the School report of that city 

showing graphically the purchasing value of a dollar in the 

class instruction of various subjects says: *1  greatly doubt 

that we educational administrators show any greater wisdom 

than the average house wife in the disposition of our always 

limited budgets*  Unquestionably the first step toward im

provement both for the house wife and for the school admin



istrator is to secure definite, detailed and significant 

knowledge of Xhe actual disposition of the budget*  The
showsreport of Superintendent Spaulding^where every dollar spent 

for instruction has been used*  More of such reports would 

establish unit costs in the educational world as in the busi

ness world and give to the public a more intelligent compre

hension of how its willingly given money is spent • In ad

dition to this splendid report of Dr*  Spaulding, Munroe in 

his study of High School costs in Kansas, has given us most 

valuable data, and Bobbitt, in his High School Costs and 

Survey of the South Bend, Indiana, Schools, has brought out 

helpful and interesting ideas in statistical methods as 

applied to High School costs*

The problem to beworked out in this brief paper is 

the determination of the costs of the unit of instruction in 

the various High School subjects as taught in a number of 

cities and towns in the State of Maine*

The purpose is first (1) to begin the establishment 

of standards of High School costs in Maine (2) to determine 

the comparative costs of the same subjects in different 

schools in our state and to judge whether we are wasting our 

money or not (3) and to determine the comparative costs of 

these different subjects of instruction in our state with 

those in other states where similiar studies have been made*
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The source of the material used in this study in addi

tion to the data found in the bibliography given, has been 

secured from the superintendents and teachers of the various 

High Schools which have been used*  It is through the coop

eration of these men and women that this study has been made*  

STEPS IN THE ATTACK OP THE PROBLEM

1* Determination of unit

2* Securing data—after experimenting with two schools for 

sometime the questionnaire given on the next page was 

sent out*

3* Tabulating data by subjects through the aid of Blank 11*  

M>*  Solving problem

Method employed*  This questionnaire was sent out to the 

superintendents of the following towns: Bangor, Watrville, 

old Town, Presque Isle, Brewer, Orono, Hampden and Rockland*  

These data having been secured from the several towns, the 

next step was the tabulation of all simlliar items of the 

same subject taught by different teachers, then came the ar

rangement of these data into the different tables with their 

graphical representations and from these the conclusions were 

reached.

The Unit of Instruction is the student hour, one 

student attending class for sixty minutes, thus the number
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of student hours which a teacher has for a class containing

15 students and meeting for five periods of instruction of 

M5 minutes length during the week would be 56 student hours 

or 5 X 15 X M£*  All class periods have been reduced to their
ITO 

fractional part of 60 minutes*

A double period as in the case of laboratory work has 

been counted as two periods, because it takes two periods of 

the teacher*s  time*

Such activities as conference hours, study periods, 

and coaching athletics, have not been considered unless these 

were regarded as part of her regular teaching work when 

classes were assigned*  If a teacher has taught one period a 

day in a school which has a daily schedule of six periods, 

one sixth of her salary has been apportioned to the subject 

taught. No account has been taken of the cost of administra

tion or supervision, since the study has been confined to the 

cost of instruction as paid in the salary of the teacher*  The 

median has been used for the central tendency, since this 

seems mere relaible and is better for comparative purposes 

than the mode or average*  Sources of error may possibly 

arise from a difference in understanding of items asked for 

in the questionnaire, but great care has been taken in every 

instance to make all data accurate and in cases of compara

tive data where different units of instruction have been used



to reduce them all to the student hour*

The eight schools used in this study are very different

in number of pupils, teachers, buildings aid equipment*

The following table shows the number of pupils and

teachers as given in the Maine School Report of 1916*

1916

Bangor

Brewer

Hampden

Orono

Old Town

Presque Isle

Rockland

Waterville

Teachers

35

6

5

6

9

10

9

10

Pupils

32b

136

iob

116

219

270

250

223

These are all Glass A schools and the results of the

courses in the same subjects are accepted by our State Univer*

sity as of equal value in college entrance requirements, that

is, whatever the cost we assume that the quality of the in—

struction is approximately equal*  Then we are justified in 

concluding that one town or city is often paying twice or 

three times as much for the same quality of instruction as 

another*  Sbiall classes of students to:® subject or the high

salary of a teacher will place the cost of instruction higher

than average classes and average salaries for teachers*



The following tables 1-8 show the cost of instruction

per student hour in each subject taught in the several cities

Zo
ne

 of 
Sa

fe
ty

and towns* These tables are also expressed graphically*

BANGOR TABLE I BREWER TABLE II

Man. Tr. .38 German .149

Greek •33 Science .140 .136

Mach*  & Sh. Wk. • 117 Latin .135

Free H.Dr. .112 French .O5O5 .041 Med

German .094 History • 033

Meeh. Dr. .069 Com*  Subj* .028
.027

Dom. Sci« .067
Med*0665

Science .066 English • 026

History .057 Math. • 026

Com. Subj. .054

“Latin .0502

Math. .048

French .04$

English .045

HAMPDEN TABLE 111

Math. .147

Com. Sub. .136 .135

Latin .134

Science .103Med.l01
Teach Tr.

History .066 .061
English
French .048
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ORONO TABLE IV OLDTOWN TABLE V

French .07* Man*  Tr* .I83

Latin • 077 Latin ,066 .0655

Math* .071* Science .065

Science • 066 Med.* Math. •056

History
M8d.05U5

• 060 uem*  uuu — • 053

Com*  Sub* .052 English .ouu
.01*35

English .036 French ---------

History •033

PRESQUE ISLE TABLE VI ROCKLAND TABLE VII

Meeh*  Dr* .173 Science • 073

Agri* •092 French .052
• 051^

Science •053 Civics . O5O3

French .0>*9 Latin .050®
Latin .01*2  .0365Med. Math* .0>*9 __ Med.
English .031 Spanish • OU3
Com*  Sub* .030** History • 037
Math* • 029 Com*  Sub*

*03^
• 036

History .028 English •033

Civics • 028
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0575

A comparison of the median

.042

WATERVILLE TABLE VIII

German .0S7

Science .061 .1

Latin ■ .05*

French • 046

Civics .039

Com. Sub • • 036
1

Math. .034

English .032

• 035

costs of all the subjects in

following table:towns gives us thethe different

HAMPDEN .101

Bangor • O665
• 0662

Orono .066

Oldtown .0545
•■051 Median

Rockland .049

Waterville .0*2 .0415

Brewer .0*1

Presque Isle .0365

ranging from Hampden with its median of .101 to Presque Isle

at .0365. Oldtown and Rockland are nearest the median of this

table. Both of the extremes Hampden and Presque Isle lie out

side the so-called zone of safety*  The inference is that



Hampden is paying too much on the average for each student 

hour and Bresque Isle too little*  A later comparison per

haps with similar data will help us to decide the question*

By collecting the costs from the preceding tables we 

are able to find the actual prices paid for instruction in one 

subject in the different towns*

I English TABLE X.7

Hampden • O56

Bangor • OU-5
.0445

Oldtown .044

Orono •036 •O3U5 Med*

Rockland • 033

Waterville .032
• 0315

Presque Isle *031

Brewer *026

Our table shows us that Hampden is paying twice as much per 

student hour as Brewer for its English instruction*  The num-

and the classes are usually larger than in an old conserva

tive subject as Latin or a new subject like manual training. 

Thent too, the salary of most English teachers is not high

ber of pupils in the average class is leas in the former town

than the latter*  We find the variation in costs in English

is less than in some other subjects, because it is required*
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because there are more teachers available in this subject than 

in newer subjects for which fewer teachers are trained*  The 

median is •03^.

SCIENCE TABLE XI

The conditions surrounding the teaching of this subject^ 
are often quite different, 
the length of laboratory period, size of classes, number of *1
times per week, and salary of teacher:.*  Here Brewer is pay

ing more than 2 1/2 times as much for its science as Presque

Isle •

Brewer .1U-0

Hampden .10? •Ogg

Rockland .073

Bangor • 066
Med.066

Orono .066

Oldtown .065
• 063

Waterville *05T

Presque Isle .053

A comparison of this table with that of English shows

that the lowest cost in science *053,  is nearly the same as 

the highest in English *056  per student hours*  Evidently we 

are considering a student hour of science worth more than 

one of English*  The number of student in class is less than 

in English because this is an elective subject to some ex—



tent where English is a required subject. Adjustments might

well be made by the alteration of courses*

MATHEMATICS TABLE XII

Hampden • 1M-7

Orono .07^
.065

Oldtown

Rockland .0^9
.0US5

Bangor

Waterville •03U

Presque Isle
• O3I5

TUP9---------

Brewer .026

•OH# per student hour represents the median or the con-

sensus of opinion as to a fair price to be paid for the teach

ing of mathematics* Here again Hampden is paying too much

in comparison with other schools—nearly five times as 

much as Brewer.

LATIN TABLE XIII

• 13^ Hampden

•I33 Brewer
_______ .105

•077 Orono

• 066 Oldtown
_________*060

• 05M> Waterville

•O5OS Rockland
________ .0505

•0502 Bangor

• oU-2 Presque Isle



Latin is a subject which is standardized in our schools in 

regard to aims and methods—but still there is a wide varia

tion on either side <jfrom the median which is *060  per stu
dent hour*  The high cost of this subject is most often caus

ed by the small size of the classes*  Many towns are paying 

too much for this commodity as a study of needs in other di

rections mi$it show*  Costs of different subjects are sim

ply the result of our haphazard way of doing our school busi

ness , not of any careful planning as to the value of the sub

ject to the community*

Adjustments in Latin might be made by reducing the 

length of periods or number of meetings per week when the 

class is small and even then accomplishing the required 

work. Bangor High teaches Greek at a cost of *33  per 

student hour*  Superintendent Spaulding of Newton feel s that

•17 per student hour is quite 

to pay for that subject*

too much for the city of Newton

Med*

FRENCH TABLE XV

Orono .07s

Rockland ♦ 052
.0512

Brewer .0505

Presque Isle .049
.0485

Hampden .<mr“

Waterville .046
.0456

Bangor .045—
Oldtown • 0M-3

GERMAN TABLE XVI

Brewer .149

Bangor .094__ Med.

Waterville .087
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The variation in French is not as wide as in many other sub

jects, although Orono is paying 1 t times as much as Oldtown 

for a student hour*  The opening of the parochial school in 

Orono, teaching at present two years of H*S*  work would ac

count for the somewhat smaller classes and consequent higher 

price per student hour. The adjustments have not yet been 

made to meet the new situation*

The cost of German especially in the two smaller 

schools of Brewer and Waterville seems quite out of propor

tion to what might be expected to be the needs of either com

munity. The same amount of moneyon a vocational subject might 

acconodate more students. It is seldom advisable for our 

small schools to attempt two modern languages.

Rockland is teaching Spanish to 29 pupils at a cost 
of .043 per student hour*

HISTORY TABLS XV

Hampden • 066

Orono • 060
• 05$5

Bangor T05/

Rockland • 037

Oldtown
Med..035

Brewer • 033
•0325

Waterville

Presque isle .02$
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The table of costs for history does not show that we have as 

yet begun to place the emphasis on the teaching of this sub

ject that our present aim of education—for citizenship 

would seem to demand* * The price seems too low in compari

son with the value of this subject to many others for which 

we are paying quite too much*  courses in Histozy are too much 

neglected, they are not continuous and are taught quite too 

often in our state by teachers of other subjects*

•I36 Hampden

• Bangor ______ *0535

• 053 Oldtowi

• O52 Orono
_______ *0M4 Median

•036 Waterville

•036 Rockland
________ .0331

• O3OM- Presque Isle

•028 Brewer

Hampden while not paying its teacte rs as much

as other towns seems to be in the majority of cases paying 

more for a student hour* She seems to be attempting so 
many courses that the classes in each are small, thus rais

ing the cost* a more thorough study of the needs of the 

town is apparently needed. The first attempt at vocational

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS TABLE XVI
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training as commercial subjects has shown us that students

enough in High School are taking this course so that the price 

is much lower than many subjects which are better standardized. 

There has been rapid adjustment in this subject and teachers are

able to handle good-sized classes

MAH» TR. TABLIE XVII

•3$ Bangor

• 1#3 Oldtown

to an advantage*

MXUH. DR. TABLE XVIII

Presque Isle • 173

Bangor .069

At first these costs of instruction seem too extrava

gant, but these subjects are Just beginning to find their way 

into our schools. There are few teachers available, which 

makes for higher salaries. Then, too, many students and 

parents are still doubtful as to the value of practical sub

jects in Higft School, so at first the number of students 

electing these subjects is small. A careful study of the 

students and a sincere attempt toward vocational guidance 

will help more children and parents to choose intelligently 

what their High School course shall be. This will result in 

a better adjustment of the size of classes, especially in vo

cational work.

A collection of the medians for the same quantity of in

struction in these various towns gives us the following table:
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Mean (Josts of High School Subjects and Zones of Safety

Median Zone of Safety Table XIX

Greek •33

Man. Tr. • 291

Mech. Dr. .121 .110

Teacher Tr ..099

German .094

Science • 066 • 063* “^ 099

Latin .060___ Med. •O5O5-.IO5

Math. .0M5 •0315-.065

French .0455-.0518

Oom. SubJ. • 0M4
.0435

.0331-.0535

Spanish • OM3

History •035 .0325-.0595

English .0345 .0315-. 0W5

The subjects not showing zones of safety are taught in only 

one or two schools and so present little opportunity for com- 

parison. Whether we decide it intelligently or foolishly, we 

are assigning the value to a subject when we determine the 

expenditure for its teaching. In Bangor, for example, we are 

saying 2.61 student hours of Man. Tr. are worth as much to us 

as 22.1 students hours of English—and the latter subjects is 

really the foundation of our present High School course.



The following tables show what the different cities 

regard as of equal value in student hours of the different 

subjects or the number of student hours for tl.OO.

Bangor Table XX Brewer Table XXI

English 22.1 English 37.5
French 
Math.

21.8 
. 20.5 20.2

Math. 37.2 35.9

Latin 19.9 Com. Subj . 3^.7

Com • Sub j • IS.2 History 30.1 Med.
2U.9

History 17. * French 19.7

Science 15* Med. Latin 7.US

Dorn. Sci. 1U.7
7.30

Meeh*  Dr. 1U.U
Science 7.13

German 10.5
9.6

German 6.6

Free H.D. 8.8

Greek 3.3.

Man. Tr. 2.61
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Hampden Table XXII Orono Table XXIII

French 20.5 English 27.1

English 17.7 com*  Sub J* 19*1
16.2

16.History
History 1^.8

Science 15. Med*
Teach*  Tr* 10*01 Med*  9«^ Math* 13*̂

science 9.68 Latin 12*9

Com • Sub j • 7.31 French 12.a
7.0a

Latin 6 *85

Math* 6.73

Oldtown Table XIV Rockland Table XXV

History 29.8 English 29.6

French 22*9 com*  Subj* 27.2 26.85
22*5

History 26*5
English 22*2

Spanish 23.2
Com*  Subj* ia*5

ia.1 Med. Math. 20.06

Math* 17.7 civics 19.8 5
Latin 15.0a Latin 19.6

15•075 19.2
Science 15.07 French ia.a
Man*  Tr* 5.^ Science 13.7
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Med*32*

Presque Isle Table XXVII

Civics
History 3M-A

33.8

Math* 33»1

Com*  Subj* 32.8

English 32.1

Latin 23.2
20.9

Science 1S.7

Agri* 10.s

Waterville Table XXVII

History 30.8
English 29.9

29 »3

Math. 28.8

Com*  Subj* 27.7

French 21.3 Med*

Latin 18. U

Scienee 16.1
13*7

German 11.U

Civics 2.5

These are the relative values which the school offi

cials have unconsciously assigned to the different subjects*

The charts following show these things graphically*  The prin

cipal value of a study of these relative values shows us 

that no intelligent thought has preceded action;that we must

make a study of local values and needs and on these base the 

values which we shall give to subjects*  When Presque Isle 

feels that 10*S  hours of agriculture and 3M-.S of civics are 

equivalent, she is emphasizing the vocational as three times 

the value of education for community life*  When Oldtown 

places student hours of Man*  Tr*  as the equivalent of

29*8  hours of history, she is either over estimating Man*  Tr*  
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or underestimating History*  The first step toward improvement 

is a complete understanding of the values assigned and then a 

readjustment until we are really expending our money far sub

jects in proportion as they are valuable to the community*  

We should attempt to secure a maximum of cost at a minimum of 

service.

The cost of a student hour of instruction depends upon 

two things: the size of the classes and the salary of the 

teacher*  When the cost of a subject lies in the upper quar

tile, either the number of pupils receiving instruction is 

small or the salary for the subject is high*  The number of 

pupils in the classes varies greatly and the average taken 

does not show this variation clearly enough when two or three 

teachers are giving part of their time to the same subject 

and when the program is arranged to suit the convenience of the 

teachers rather than to meet the real needs of the pupils. 

To be efficient, classes must not be too large so that the 

teacher lose sight of ths industrial pupil, nor must they be 

so small that they are quite too extravagant in price.

The following tables show the average size of classes 

by subjects in these different towns.

Average size of classes in English and Mathematics.



Average size of classes in English and Mathematics*

Town No*  Pupils Town No*  Pupils

Presque Isle 33*5 Presque Isle 27.U

Brewer 25*5 Waterville 25.6
25 2>1.M

Bangor 2^.5 Bangor 23.2

Rockland 23.8 Brewer 22.
Median 23.7+ 20.8

Waterville 23.7 Oldtown 19*7

Orono 20.8 Rockland 13.2
1M-.1

Oldtown 19.7
Hampden 13*

Hampden 17.
Orono 11. $

A thoughtful survey of these tables show us in part 

the cause of the variation of prices in instruction for the 

student hour*  Our table for unit costs in English placed 

Hampden as paying the highest amount and Brewer as the lowest*  

This table shows Hampden with the fewest pupils in class and 

Brewer next to the highest*  Thus we see a close correlation 

between the number of students in the class and the unit cost*  

In the Newton High School report we find this statement that 

the increase of 1*9  pupils per recitation decreases the amount 

per pupil cost by $3*2U*  Thus a better adjustment of the num

ber of pupils would make the unit costs of instruction more 
nearly equaL •



History Science
School No*  Pupils School No*  Pupils

Brewer 27.5 Presque Isle 27.5

Waterville 25*5 24.7
Orono 24. 23.4

Presque Isle 24.2
23.6 Bangor 22.8 ,21.2

Bangor 23* 20*3
Waterville 19.7,, z17.6

Orono 18.6 Rockland 15.6

Rockland 16 • 3 15.7 Oldtown 14.6
14.3

Oldtown 15. Hampden “1576

Hampden 12* Brewer 12. 2/3

Commercial French

Presque Isle 30.5 Presque Isle 29.6
Bangor 27.9 25*  8 Bangor 23.6 20*7
Brewer 23»7 Waterville 17*5

Waterville 22.1 21.9 Oldtown 17*7 16.(
Rockland 21*7 Hampden 13.4
Oldtown 19.1 14.1 Rockland 14.4 13 •<
Orono 10*9 Brewer 13.4

Hampden 5»3 Orono lie
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LATIN CI VI US

School No*  Pupils School No*  Pupils

Bangor 2K.6 Rockland 30*

Waterville 16.H- 16.0 Presque Isle 29*
Presque Isle 15.7 Waterville 2:1.

Rockland IU.3 13.1
german

Brewer 12*
Brewer 4*5

Oldtown 11. 10.8
Waterville 9*5Orono 10.6
Bangor 11*7

Hampden 5.

Bangor in its Greek classes has an average of 10 

students in Free Hand Drawing, 9*2  Domestic Science 17 1/2 

Match*  & wood Work 19 and 8 in Man*  Tr*  In this last subject 

Oldtown has an average of 6*5,  Rockland teaches Spanish to 

IU.5 studentsv and Hampden gives a Teacher Training Course 

for 8 students*  These figures show us a high correlation 

between the small number of students in the class and high 

cost of unit instruction*

The following table sBnows th® median number of pupils 

in class in all the schools?



MEDIAN ZONE OF SAFETY

TABLE XXVIII

Civics 29 21 - 30

English 23*7 20.2- 25

Commercial 21.9 14.9- 25.w

History 20.8 20.8 15.7- 24.7

Math* 20*3 14.1- 2U.U

Mach*  & 
Wood Work 19.

Science 17.6 13*3- 23.4

Dorn*  Sci* 17.9 16.9 Median

French 16*3 13.9- 20.7

Spanish 1U*5

Latin 13*1 10.8- 16*

Greek 10. 9.75

German 9.5

Free H*D* 9*2

Teacher Tr •

Man*  Tr* 7.2 65.8

This table shows the median for all subjects in all these

schools as 16*9  pupils in class and the zone of safety lying

between 9* 75 and 20.It• also shows quite clearly why Man*

Tr*  and Teacher Training are so much more expensive than

English and civics chart shows these positions*  We might per*  
haps ask what is tie average number of pupils which a teacher 



should be expected to teach*  Bobbitt*  in his study de**  

clines to set any standard*  but finds that the median num

ber of students for all subjects in the 25 cities which he 

uses is 19*  and the zone of safety from 15-25*  Dr*  Spaulding 

gives the average in the city of Newton for 1903“*0^  aa 

®,g» and in 1910-'ll as 2^.7. Munroe tabulates 18.7 pupils 

as the median of first and second class cities in Kansas 

with a zone of safety of I5.3-2I.5, and in third class ci- 

ties a median of 11*7  with a zone of safety of S*6-1U*3*  

Comparing our figures with these we find our teachers are 

on the average teaching fewer pupils than in the other schools 

schools, with the exception of the 3rd Class cities of 

Kansas*  These schools, smaller in size, are probably more 

nearly comparable with ours*

Another factor ii the variation of costs is the

salary of the teachers. The following tables show the

average salary of teachers by subjects*

MATHEMATICS

Hampden $1200*

Oldtown___________ 1005 + M-2 915*36

Bangor 526*30
Waterville 3^0*00 773*57

SCIENCE

Brewer 1533*16

Hampden 1M7*U6  1M4J.73

Orono 1U00*

Presque Isle 1333*33
----------- T271 * 6M-

Presque Isle 757*1^ Waterville 1209*96

Orono 700. Bangor 1076**1410  31*9  7
- -------  -^95* /I--------------------------------------
Rockland 691.M-2 Rockland 937*50
Brewer 513*5*1.  Oldtown 7U3.06
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ENGLISH HISTORY

866.16

Presque Isle

Bangor

818.18

799.98

Orono

779*99  Bangor

9*9.99

9U9.90

Rockland 760.00 Brewer 782.4-2

Waterville 712.48 Waterville 750. 712.50

Oldtown 677J2* Presque Isle 675*00

Orono 674.98 Rockland 590. 5*5

Brewer 53*.  26 Hampden 500*

Hampden 518*72 Oldtown 35**S6

FRENCH LATIN

Bangor 782.M8 Brewer 1*12.38

Rockland 766.6$’58.33 Bangor 966.6*  883.31
Waterville 750. Waterville 799-98
Orono 72*.7$ ’12.39 Orono 724.96 713.47
Rockland 700. Oldtown 701.98
Brewer 599.98 562.*9 Rockland 700*  6^5.
Hampden 525. Presque Isle 650.
Oldtown *59.66 Hampden 525.



GERMANCOM* SUB*

Rockland 115.00 Bangor 799.9s
Bangor 1095.22 980.73 Waterville 750.

Oldtown 866.25 Brewer 599.9s

Orono 775*00  759.72
Presque Isle 7*PuW

Waterville 719.22 659.61 CIVICS

Brewer 600. Rockland Ht-50.

Hampden 525*00 Presque Isle SOO.

Waterville 750.
MEOH. DR. AGRICULTURE

Presque Isle 1500 1250 Presque Isle 1600
Bangor 1000 SPANISH

Rockland 600.
FREE HAND DRAWING GREEK
Bangor 750.

z -
Bangor SOO.

manual training DOMESTIC SCIENCE
Bangor 1099.92 Bangor 700.

1057.93

Oldtown 1015.9U

MACHINE AND WOOD WORK

Bangor 1600
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A study of these tables in comparison with the cost of in

struction per student hour shows us that the cost of the 

teacher by subjects is a great factor as well as the size of 

classes*  In many cases we find both factors entering in as 

in Manual Training, Machine and Wood Work and Agriculture*  In 

Greek the dominating factor seems to be the small size of 

classes*  In Science more often the salary of the teacher 

raises the cost of instruction*  The adjustment of the size of 

classes is an administrative problem that at the present time 

can be more easily arranged than the salary of teachers by sub 

Jects, for in the latter case the supply of teachers for the 

newer subjects is not ecjual to the demand*  If, however, we 

applied business principles to our school work and raised the 

salaries of all teachers according to efficiency in service 

as shown in actual results in the work of the pupils, im

provement in service and length of service, then we should not 

find the variation between salaries by subjects that we do now 

The following table shows the median of all salaries 

of all the teachers by subjects:
TABLE XXIX

SUBJECT median zone of safety

Mach*Shp  Wk* 1600

Agriculture 1600

Science 1271.6M- 1031.97-1^3.73
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MEDRAW* 1250. 1153.96

Man*  Tr* 1057.93

Greek 800.00

Civics 800.

Mathematics 778*57 750-1U50 Med. 769.14

Commercial 759.72 659.61-980.73

Free Hand Dr* 750

German 750 599.98-799.98

Latin 713 .**7 675 g$3*31 712*98

History 712.50 545 866.16

French 712.39 562.49 758.33

Dom.Sci* 700.

English 694.86 604.62 779.99
TABLE XXIX

There is only one study available, BobbittIs which

has a table directly comparable to this*  In his table the sal

aries vary from $1,1UO for Shop Work to $776 for Household Arts*  

This table shows Machine and Shop work taught for $1600, and 

English the lowest, at $69U*86,  showing a wide spread in this 

study• There seems to be no just reason why a teacher of 

English or Domestic Science should be paid so much less than a 

teacher of Machine and shop Work, except the small number of 

teachers*  A publication of the facts in regard to teachers*  

salaries ought to assist in regulating this difficulty by en-



couraging students to study these subjects where teachers are 

needed*

There should be a more detailed study of these factors 

throughout the State of Maine? as well as in other states and 

a comparison of data to establish norms or standards and to 
ty

bring out mere fairness and equabiliAin the salaries of teach

ers of different subjects*

COMPARATIVE DATA 1

By an examination of data which has been worked out in

similiar studies> we find Kansas cities of the first and second

class have the following mediand.

English .0453 Com* sub* .094
• Nor* Tr* .129

Mathematics .043

Hi story .0493

Science .056

Agriculture .0613

Mod*  Lang* .064

Latin .0693
Household Arts • 0503
Man • Tr • .072
Com • Sub • .043
Nor*  Tr* .0936

And in the third class cities
English .0546
Math* .064
History • 0666
Scien ce .030
Agriculture .076
Mod*  Lang* .073
Latin .0746
Household Arts .0693
Man*  Tr* .0393
Oom*  Sub



These two tables show us that the smaller or third class 

cities have a higher cost per unit of instruction*  The study 

by Bobbitt of Chicago University on High School Costs based 

twenty—five high schools of heterogeneous sine and situation 

shows the following means:

Shop work .093 
Normal Tr* *092  
Latin .071 
Commercial *069  
Mod*  Lang*  *063  
History *062  
Household Arts *061  
Science *060  
Mathematics *059  
English .051 
Agriculture *OM-S  
Music *023

Other studies from the University of Chicago present 

the following:

English *04-2  
Mathematics *0^2  
History *0M4  
Science . 0M-5 
Mod*  Lang*  *057  
Latin *051  
Drawing .059 
Household Arts *062  
Shop Work .06$ 
Commercial *067  
Agriculture *02^



Dr* Spaulding1s study of Newton High School gives the

following medians:

English 
French
German 
Hi story 
Math*
Science

•O52 Costs are also given for these
•042 subjects in the Technical and
•06$ Vocational High, but as the
•056 Newton High seems to be more
•053 nearly comparable with our
•032 own High School, I have chosen to use 

these figures

ceding studies, we have the following comparison of medians

The school survey of South Bend, Indiana, has these
median costs:

Man*  Tr* • 111
Pub*  Speak. .104
Latin • 0$5
Household Arts .074 -
Dorn. sci. .070
English • 066
Mod*  Lang* • 063
Math* • 062
History • 062
Science .062
Drawing .051
Com*  Subj* • 043
Phys. Tr. .041
Music • 016

Comparing the median of our study with those of the pre-

in English*

South Bend, Indiana *066
Kansas 3rd class Cities *0546 

Newton, Mass* *052
Univ# of Chicago

(Bobbitt) .051
Kans* 1st & 2nd class *0453  
Univ, of Chic.2nd Study *042

Maine *0345



SCIENCE
Newton* Mass .082
Kansas 3rd class cities .080

Maine .066
South Bend, Indiana .062
Univ, of Chicago( Bobbitt) .060
Kansas 1st A 2nd Class .056
Univ, of Chicago, 2nd Study .0M5

MATHEMATICS

Kansas 3rd Class .064
South Bend. Indiana .062
Univ, of Chicago( Bobbitt) .059
Newton • 053
Maine .0485
Kansas 1st & 2nd Class .048
Univ, of Chicago 2nd Study .042

LATIN

South Bend, Indiana .O85 Manual Training
Kansas 3rd Class • 07H6 Maine .281
Univ.of Chicago( Bobbitt) .071 So. Bend,Ind. .111
Kansas 1st & 2nd Class .0693 Kans. 3rd Class • 089
Maine • 060 Kans. 1st A 2nd .072
Univ, of Chic. 2nd Study .051

FRENCH
Kansas 3rd class

* 1st & 2nd class 
Univ, of Chic.(Bobbitt) 
South Bend, Ind.
Univ, of Chic. 2nd'class 
Maine
Newton

.07$
• 06U
.063
.063
.057

• 0US5
• 0U2

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS
Kans. 3rd class .094
Univ, of Chic.

( Bobbitt) .069
Univ. Chic

2nd study .067
Kans. 1st St 2nd

Class .048
Maine • 0M4

South Bend .045



HISTORY

Kans*  3rd class cities *066
Univ* of Chic* (Bobbitt) *062 
South Bend .062
Newton *056
Kans*  1st & 2nd class *0U9
Univ*  of Ohio.* 2nd Study . 0M4

Maline • O35

In none of these comparative tables do we find Maine 

paying the most for a student hour of instruction, except in 

Manual Training*  In Science*  too, we are above the median show

ing that our teachers of at least two subjects are as well paid 

as those of the same subjects in other sections of the country^ 

but when we compare our cost per student hour for English and 

History, especially the Inference must be that we are paying 

quite too little for our teachers in those subjects especial

ly where thesuch vital importance*  In Latin, French and 

commercial subjects, too, I think we need not be at all proud 

of the costs*  Either the teachers is overworked or the salary 

quite too small*

General Conclusions of the Study*

1*  That a study of the unit costs of instruction shows quite 

too plainly that business methods are too seldom applied in 

determining them; that business men are not so much concerned 

in the efficient management of public affairs as of private 

affairs*
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2• That few attempts have been made, and these especially 

through departments of education, which are usually supposed 

to be very theoretical to establish unit costs looting . 

toward more efficient management of the High School budget; 

that there is a vast field opening up for study of this 

kind and that Departments of Education which desire to be 

in the foreground of education in their own states should 

with the assistance of the State Department of Education 

collect data, work out unit costs and establish standards*  

3» That Maine on the whole is paying her teachers too small 

a salary in comparison with some other sections of the 

country*

That there is too great a variation between teachers’ 

salaries tin different subjects,and that these salaries 

should be based upon the efficiency of the teacher to pro

duce results, rather than upon the desire of the superin

tendent to fill a vacancy*

5* That the unit cost of instruction in the various sub

jects should be determined by the value of the subject to 

the community, for example, and agricultural community 

would place more value upon the teaching of that subject 

than upon Latin or a Modern language*

6* That the cost of instruction is conditioned for the most 

part by the salary of the teacher and the number of pupils 
taught by the teacher*



!• That a more careful adjustment is needed in size of 

classes*

8* That more vocational guidance is needed to assist pupils 

in choosing subjects*

9*  That small schools should not attempt to teach too mai y 

subjects*

10*  That the policy of educators should be dissatisfaction 

until these matters have been thoroughly studied and con

tinued attempts made to place school methods of business 

on a par with other business methods*
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